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Price mechanismPrice mechanism

PricePrice
machanismmachanism

Higher prices indicate higher
demand and vice versa

 Rising prices indicate to
producers to allocate their
resources into that product

DemandDemand

DemandDemand for consumersfor consumers is the want or
willingness of consumers to
buy Gs or Ss

 for demand to be effective
consumers must have enough
money to buy what they want
and need

EffectiveEffective
demanddemand

real intention of consumers to
purchase and to pay with the
means available

QuantityQuantity
dimandeddimanded

the amount of a good or
service consumers are willing
and able to buy

IndividualIndividual
demanddemand

D of just one consumer

MarketMarket
demanddemand

the total D for that product
from all its consumers willing
and able to buy it

AggregateAggregate
demanddemand

the total demand for all Gs&Ss
in the economy

DemandDemand
curvecurve

displays the D of all the
consumers of that commodity
given a set of possible prices

 following mostly applies: as
price rises QD falls and vice
versa, roughly downward
sloping, P and QD move in
opposite directions

 

Demand (cont)Demand (cont)

 market D curvemarket D curve shows the relati‐
onship between the total QD by
consumers each period and the
price of that product

ChangeChange
in pricein price

movement along the curve andmovement along the curve and
extension/contraction of Dextension/contraction of D

UtilityUtility the satisfaction consumers have
after buying and using Gs&Ss
the wanted, they assume it is
rational

MarginalMarginal
utilityutility

the extra unit gained from the
consumption of one more
product, usually goes down at
some point

The lawThe law
ofof
dimini‐dimini‐
shingshing
returnsreturns

the more of a commodity
consumers have, the less utility
they get from consuming one
more unit of it

Shifts in demandShifts in demand

CeterisCeteris
paribusparibus

all other things remaining
unchanged, so no other factor
that affects consumer's D
changes

Increa‐Increa‐
se/risese/rise
in Din D

consumers D more of a product
at every price than they did
before

 the DC moves outwards (to the
right)

Fall inFall in
the Dthe D

consumers now demand less of a
product at every price than they
did before

 the DC moves inwards (to the
left)

 

Shifts in demand (cont)Shifts in demand (cont)

ChangesChanges
in Din D

other factors like changes in
people's income (normal or
inferial Gs, changes in income
tax, changes in the population,
changes in the prices of other
Gs (complementary GS -
complements/substitutes),
changes in tastes and fashion,
advertising, etc.

SupplySupply

SupplySupply the willingness of producers to
make and sell Gs&Ss at
different prices

QuantityQuantity
suppliedsupplied

the amount of Gs&Ss producers
are willing and able to make and
sell to consumers in a market

MarketMarket
supplysupply

the sum of all the individual
supply curves of producers
vompeting to supply that product

SupplySupply
curvecurve

expresses the amount of a good
or service firms or producers are
willing to make and sell at a
given price

 opposit of DC

ChangeChange
in pricein price

movement along the curvemovement along the curve

 and extension/contraction ofand extension/contraction of
supplysupply

OtherOther
factorsfactors

increase/fall in supplyincrease/fall in supply

Changes in supplyChanges in supply

Changes in theChanges in the
cost of factors ofcost of factors of
productionproduction

fall in costs will increase
profits and the SC will
shift outwards and vice
versa

Changes in theChanges in the
price and profit‐price and profit‐
ability of otherability of other
Gs & SSGs & SS

may cause different
ammount of S of
different products
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Changes in supply (cont)Changes in supply (cont)

TechnicalTechnical
progressprogress

new technology may be able to
increase its production and
vice versa

BusinessBusiness
optimismoptimism
andand
expect‐expect‐
ationsations

firms allocate resources based
on what they think will be the
most profitable

OtherOther
factorsfactors

natural disasters, sudden
changes in weather, intern‐
ational trade sanctions, wars
and political factors

Market priceMarket price

MarketMarket
priceprice

QD and QS is the same

Equili‐Equili‐
briumbrium
priceprice

another name for market price

ExcessExcess
supplysupply

at higher prices firms supply
more products above the D

ExcessExcess
demanddemand

at low prices low amount of
products is supplied

Disequ‐Disequ‐
ilibriumilibrium

D doesn't equal S

Changes in market pricesChanges in market prices

A shift in theA shift in the
market Dmarket D

higher QD = higher P
= higher S

A shift in theA shift in the
market S curvemarket S curve

higher S = lower P =
higher D

Market priceMarket price
increases ifincreases if

market D rises or
market S falls

Price elasticity of demandPrice elasticity of demand

PEDPED the responsivness of consumer D
to changes in the price of a good
or service

ElasticElastic change in price affects the QD
(more shallow)

 PED > 1PED > 1

 

Price elasticity of demand (cont)Price elasticity of demand (cont)

InelasticInelastic change in price doesn't affet
the QD, if so only in small
amount (steeper)

 PED < 1PED < 1

How toHow to
calculatecalculate
PED?PED?

PED = % change in QD/%
change in P

 % change in QD = (change
in Q/original Q) x 100

 % change in P = (change in
P/original P) x 100

Determ‐Determ‐
inants ofinants of
PEDPED

factors that affect PED

 if the product is a necessityif the product is a necessity -
inelastic

 the number of close substi‐the number of close substi‐
tutes a product hastutes a product has - more =
elastic, less = inelastic

 the amount of timethe amount of time
consumers have to searchconsumers have to search
for subsitutesfor subsitutes - more time =
inelastic, less time = elastic

 the cost of switching to athe cost of switching to a
different supplierdifferent supplier - high =
inelastic, low = elastic

 the proportion of consumer'sthe proportion of consumer's
income spent on the productincome spent on the product
- higher = elastic, lower =
inelastic

Why isWhy is
knowleadgeknowleadge
of PEDof PED
useful?useful?

e. g. while government is
placing taxes (cigarettes,
alcohol, etc.)

 

Special demand curvesSpecial demand curves

PerfectlyPerfectly
priceprice
inelasticinelastic
E = 0E = 0

a straight vertical line, rise/fall
in the P of commodity causes
no change in S (insuline)

InfinitelyInfinitely
priceprice
elastic elastic EE
= ∞= ∞

a straight horizontal line, any
change in D will cause S to fall
to zero, unrealistic

UnitaryUnitary
elasticityelasticity
E = 1E = 1

a % change in P will cause an
equal change in the QD (looks
line a DC)

Other measures of elasticity of demandOther measures of elasticity of demand

IncomeIncome
elasticityelasticity
of Dof D

by how much a change in
income causes the QD of G/S to
change

 IED = % change in QD/%i
change n income

 positive number - rise in incomepositive number - rise in income
= rise in D, normal Gs= rise in D, normal Gs

 negative number - rise innegative number - rise in
income = fall in QD, inferior Gsincome = fall in QD, inferior Gs

CrossCross
elasticityelasticity
of Dof D

by how much QD will rise/fall
given the change in the price of
another product

 CED = % change in Q of good
X/% change in P of good Y

 positive numberpositive number - rise in P = rise
in D, substitutes

 negative number - rise in P =negative number - rise in P =
fall in D, complementsfall in D, complements

PricePrice
elasticityelasticity
ofof
supplysupply

responsivness of QS to a
change in P

 PES = % change in QS/%
change in P
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Other measures of elasticity of demandOther measures of elasticity of demand
(cont)(cont)

 ES > 1 - price elastic - smallES > 1 - price elastic - small
increase in P = large extension inincrease in P = large extension in
SS

 ES < 1 - price inelastic - rise in PES < 1 - price inelastic - rise in P
= littel extention in S= littel extention in S

 change in P>change in D = price
inelastic

 change in P<change in D = price
elastic

DetermDeterm
inantsinants
of PESof PES

the avaliability of stock of finishedthe avaliability of stock of finished
Gs and componentsGs and components - higher
availability = elastic, low availa‐
bility = inelastic

 degree of unused or sparedegree of unused or spare
production capacityproduction capacity - higher =
elastic, lower = inelastic

 availabbility of resourcesavailabbility of resources - higher
availability = elastic, lower availa‐
bility = inelastic

 time - momentary run (all FoPtime - momentary run (all FoP
fixed - inelastic), short run (1 FoPfixed - inelastic), short run (1 FoP
variable, other 2 fixed), long runvariable, other 2 fixed), long run
(all FoP variable - elastic)(all FoP variable - elastic)

Special supply curvesSpecial supply curves

PerfectlyPerfectly
priceprice
inelasticinelastic
PES = 0PES = 0

straight horizontal line, the QS
remains the same whatever the
P is

InfinitelyInfinitely
priceprice
elasticelastic
PES = ∞PES = ∞

straight horizontal line,
producers are willing to S as
much as they can at one
particular price, theory

UnitaryUnitary
elasticityelasticity
PES = 1PES = 1

a % change in price will cause
an equal % change in QS

 

Taxes and subsidiesTaxes and subsidies

TaxesTaxes imposed on Gs & Ss are known
as indirect taxesindirect taxes (VAT, excise
duties placed on cigarettes and
alcohol, etc.)

 indirect taxes have an effect of
increasing the market price and
reducing the Q traded in a
market

SubsidySubsidy payment made to producers to
help to reduce their costs of
production

 producers tend to increase their
S at every given P, higher S = fall
in MP = benefit to the consumers
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